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Abstract
In this paper we describe an abstract and as we hope a uniform frame for Petri
net models which enable to generalise algebra as well as enabling rule used in
the dynamics of Petri nets Our approach of such an abstract frame is based on
using partial groupoids in Petri nets Further we study properties of Petri nets
constructed in this manner through related labelled transition systems In particu
lar we investigate the relationships between properties of partial groupoids used in
Petri nets and properties of labelled transition systems crucial for the existence of
the state equation and linear algebraic techniques We show that partial groupoids
embeddable to Abelian groups play an important role in preserving these properties
 Introduction
Petri nets are one of the rst well established and widely used noninterleaving
models of concurrent systems Their origin arises from Carl Adam Petris
dissertation  and the later concept of vector addition systems 	
 Petri
nets are popular and successfully used in many practical areas see eg 	
Volume III
Briey a placetransition net a pt net which is a basic version of Petri
nets is given by a set of places representing system components a set of transi
tions representing a set of atomic actions of the system and their relationship
given by an input and output function associating with each transition a multi
set over a set of places 
 A state of a net is a multiset over the set of
places called a marking An occurrence of a transition removesadds tokens

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fromto the marking according to the inputoutput function respectively A
transition is enabled to occur i in every place there are enough tokens to
re Labelled transition systems 	 represent the basic interleaving model of
concurrency  They may be described as a directed graph whose nodes are
system states and arcs called transitions are labelled by elements from a set
of labels representing a set of atomic actions of the system For a Petri net
the related transition system called sequential case graph is the graph whose
nodes are markings of the Petri net and whose arcs are labelled by transitions
of the Petri net Thus one should remember that the term transition is used
in Petri nets in the dierent meaning from transition systems
A lot of eort has been put into the abstraction and extensions of Petri
nets In principle we can recognize at least two kinds of Petri net extensions
The rst kind is formed by extensions which have the same expressive
ness as placetransition nets but enable a more comprehensive description of
systems  these extensions may be characterised as compressions of pt nets
A typical example of this kind are nets commonly called high level nets 	
which introduce types of tokens From a purely behavioural point of view
high level nets may be viewed only as a more comprehensive model that can
be described by several low level nets Another direction is adding hierarchy
to Petri nets 
The second kind of extensions is characterised by an eort to have a more
expressive model in comparison with placetransition nets  these extensions
might be called behavioural extensions of pt nets Again behavioural exten
sions can be divided into at least two types
Extensions of the rst type are based on relaxing the enabling rule Here
belong among others Petri nets with inhibitor arcs 
	 that allow testing
of zero markings or contextual Petri nets 	 but also Controlled Petri nets
		 which are widely used in control of discrete event dynamic systems
The second type is characterised by generalising underlying algebra and
extensions of this type are often characterised by an ambition to serve as an
abstract and uniform frame for Petri net based models Here we have to
mention seminal work  some recent model of so called Abstract Petri nets
introduced in  but also series of papers  Another representants
of extensions that use a dierent underlying algebra than placetransition
nets are extensions motivated by particular practical demands for instance
continuous Petri nets 
 and hybrid Petri nets 
Here to give a simple and straightforward motivation of generalising un
derlying algebra of Petri nets let us take for example the labelled transition
system S with three states fs

 s

 s

g and just one label ie just one atomic

action t given as follows
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Clearly there does not exist any placetransition net whose sequential case
graph is isomorphic to the given transition system S because for an arbitrary
set of places P all nonzero elements of the free commutative monoid over P
have innite order In other words the system S cannot be modelled by any
pt net with just one transition
To model this system by a Petri net it is obvious to use a labelled Petri
net

 with at least two transitions labelled by the same label However using
a cyclic group of order  such system would be modelled by an unlabelled
Petri net with just one transition
Considering more complex systems with cyclic behaviour eg transition
systems with many cycles of dierent order where each cycle is labelled using
just one label the number of necessary transitions in a labelled Petri net
model may combinatorially grow with respect to the number of labels in the
modelled system To avoid this undesirable growth it would suce to use a
cyclic group of the related order for every cycle
Motivated by theoretical as well as practical demands such as enabling
an easy creation of new net models or avoiding creation of similar concepts
techniques and results again and again for any particular extension there is a
real need to develop a suciently abstract and general frame that will capture
the common spirit of Petri net models
However the existing candidates for such a uniform frame of Petri net de
scription which suggest suciently abstract and general algebraic construc
tions as for instance Abstract Petri nets from  do not deal with relaxing
of enabling rule
Therefore the rst aim of this paper is to formulate an abstract and uni
form frame for various classes of Petri nets which will allow to generalise
algebra used in Petri nets as well as to work with a exible enabling rule
Our approach of such an abstract frame is based on using partial algebra
in Petri nets
Given a class of Petri nets the realisation problem ie the question which
kind of transition systems may be modelled by Petri nets from this class has
been studied deeply There are complete results for elementary net systems
		 the problem is solved for placetransition nets in the setting of a

ie a Petri net whose transitions are labelled by elements of a set of labels see eg 


special class of transition systems called step transition systems in  and
in special form also for Abstract Petri nets including placetransition nets
and their sequential case graphs in  to mention only the most signicant
results
Having a general frame that allows to dene numerous Petri net classes
the dual question may be of interest Namely taking a property of transition
systems one may ask which class of Petri nets represents the class of transition
systems with this property
For illustration the main advantages of placetransition nets consist of the
fact that they grant a well arranged graphical expression of the system as well
as a simple analytical model in the form of a linear algebraic system called
state equation which enables to overcome sequentiality of computations As a
consequence pt nets oer linear algebraic analytical methods such as place
and transition invariants The advantage of this simple analytical expression
of pt nets is due to following important properties of their sequential case
graphs

The sequential case graphs of pt nets are deterministic labelled transition
systems ie labelled transition systems where for every state s and every
label t there is at most one state s

such that there exists an arc from state
s to state s

labelled by the label t

The sequential case graphs of pt nets are commutative labelled transition
systems ie labelled transition systems where for each pair of strings of
labels with the same number of occurrences of single labels we have if there
exist paths from a common source state labelled by these strings then they
lead to the common target state

 Commutativity is just the property that
enables to overcome sequentiality of computations because it allows to use
multisets of labels in a deterministic way

In addition the symmetric closures of the sequential case graphs of pt
nets are consensual commutative labelled transition systems ie commu
tative labelled transition systems where for every two multisets of labels
holds if they change a common source state to a common target state
then they change every other common source state in which both may oc
cur to a common target state Moreover this consensus is transitive and
closed under addition and subtraction of multisets Thus consensuality is
just the property that enables to speak about changes caused by multisets
independently from states
This leads us to an interesting question Which properties of partial alge
bra used in extended Petri nets correspond to the properties of related labelled
transition systems crucial for the existence of the state equation and linear al
gebraic techniques ie to the determinism commutativity and consensuality
of sequential case graphs

Hence every commutative labelled transition system is deterministic	

Therefore the second aim of this paper is to answer this question This
particular aim is motivated by our interest in the class of Petri nets for which
state equation may be used
 Petri nets  the state of the art
In the rst subsection of this section we review basic formal denitions of
placetransition nets pt nets and labelled transition systems Then we
deal with some extensions of pt nets found in the literature
 Basic denitions
Before the dening of Petri nets let us rst dene some notation
We use Z to denote integers Z

to denote positive integers and N to
denote nonnegative integers
Moreover we also shortly write Z to denote the innite cyclic group of
integers with addition Z and N to denote the commutative monoid of
nonnegative integers with addition N 
Given two arbitrary sets say A and B symbol B
A
denotes the set of all
functions from A to B Given a function f from A to B and a subset C of the
set A we write f j
C
to denote the restriction of the function f on the set C
To denote the free commutative monoid over a set A ie set of all
multisets over A with multiset addition we write N
A
 or shortly N
A

Let N
A
fin
 fb j b  N
A
 jA
b
j  Ng where A
b
 fa j a  A  ba  g
is a subset of the set A mapped by function b  N
A
to nonzero integers
ie A
b
is the set of elements from A that are contained occur at least once
in the multiset b So N
A
fin
is the set of all nite multisets over the set A
Clearly N
A
fin
j
N
A
fin
N
A
fin
 is a submonoid of the monoid N
A
 Similarly
to denote the free Abelian group over a set A we write Z
A
 or shortly
Z
A
 Let Z
A
fin
 fb j b  Z
A
 jA
b
j  Ng where A
b
is given as previously
Evidently Z
A
fin
j
Z
A
fin
Z
A
fin
 is a subgroup of the free Abelian group Z
A

As usual we write only N
A
fin
 or shortly N
A
fin
instead of rather complicated
N
A
fin
j
N
A
fin
N
A
fin
 and Z
A
fin
 or shortly Z
A
fin
instead of Z
A
fin
j
Z
A
fin
Z
A
fin

Notice that if the set A is nite then N
A
 N
A
fin
and Z
A
 Z
A
fin

As one may see from the previous notation we often use the symbol  in the
paper universally to denote a binary operation ie we use the symbol  for
dierent operations
According to the previous section in algebraic form Petri nets
placetransition nets or shortly pt nets 
 are dened as follows
Denition  A placetransition net is an ordered tuple N  P T I O
where P and T are nonempty distinct sets of places and transitions I  T 
N
P
is an input function O  T  N
P
is an output function A marked

placetransition net is an ordered tuple MN  N M

 where N is a pt
net and M

 N
P
is an initial marking
Denition  A state of a pt net called marking and denoted by M is a
multiset over P  ie an element of N
P
 The dynamics of the net is expressed
by the occurrence ring of enabled transitions A transition t  T is enabled
to occur in a marking M  N
P
i p  P  Mp  Itp ie i X  N
P

X  It  M  N
P
 Occurrence of an enabled transition t  T in a marking
M then leads to the new markingM

given by M

 XOt for the X  N
P
such that X  It  M  ie to M

 M Ot It
It is sometimes usual to restrict the multiplicity of places number of to
kens in a pt net by a capacity So we have
Denition  A pt net with capacity is an ordered tuple KN  N  K
where N  P T I O is a pt net and K  P  N 	 f
g is a capacity
function
The capacity function restricts the set of markings and the enabling rule
as follows Given a KN  N  K a marking M of N is a marking of KN i
p  P  Mp  Kp and therefore a transition t  T is enabled to occur
in a marking M of KN i p  P  Mp  Itp  Mp  Otp
Itp  Kp
Clearly the class of all pt nets is a subclass of the class of all pt nets
with capacity where Kp 
 for each p  P in a pt net
At this point we recall the denition of labelled transition systems 
Denition  A labelled transition system is an ordered tuple S 
S L where S is a set of states L is a set of labels and   SLS
is a transition relation
The fact that s a s

   is written as s
a
 s

 Denoting by L

the
monoid of all nite strings of labels from L with concatenation it is obvious
to extend the transition relation to string transition relation 

 SL

S
as follows s q s

 

whenever there exists a possibly empty string of
labels q  a

a
n
such that s
a

 s

  
a
n
 s

 To denote s q s

  

we
simply write s
q


s

 Clearly s
q


s

v


s

 s
qv


s

 As usual
we also write s
a
 and s
q


to denote that there exist s  S such that
s
a
 s

and s
q


s

 respectively A state s

is said to be reachable from a
state s i there exists a string of labels q such that s
q


s

 Given a state
s  S the set of all states reachable from s is denoted by fs 

g A labelled
transition system is said to be reachable i every s

 S is reachable from a
xed state s  S ie s  S  fs 

g  S A labelled transition system
S  S L is called deterministic i s
a
 s

 s
a
 s

 s

 s


Denition  A pointed labelled transition system is an ordered tuple
PS  S i where S  S L is a labelled transition system and i  S


is a distinguished initial state such that fi 

g  S ie every state is
reachable from i
Now it is straightforward to see that each pt net N can be associated
with a deterministic transition system
Denition  Let N  P T I O be a pt net Then the labelled tran
sition system S  N
P
 T such that M
t
 M



t is enabled to
occur in M and M

 M  Ot  It

is called sequential case graph of
the pt net N  Given any marking M

 N
P
 the pointed labelled transition
system PS  fM



g T  fM



g  T  fs 

gM

 is called
sequential case graph of the marked pt net MN  N M


As follows for a nite sequence q  a

   a
n
over a set A we write b
q
to
denote Parikhs image of q ie b
q
 N
A
is a multiset in which the number
of the occurrences b
q
a of each element a from A is given by the number of
its occurrences in q formally b
q
a  jfi j i  f	     ng  a
i
 ag for every
a  A
Moreover given a function f  T  Z
P
 we denote by

f the linear Z
extension of the function f  ie we have

f  Z
T
fin
 Z
P
is such that b 
Z
T
fin


fb 
P
tT
b
ft  bt where naturally the sum of empty set is zero
function ie we dene

f   In other words for nite sets P and T 

f
may be understood as a matrix whose rows are values ft and then for
given vector b value

fb represents the result of standard multiplication of
the matrix

f by vector b
Properties of the free Abelian group Z
P
over the set P enable us to write
M

 M 

Cb
q
 whenever M
q


M

 Moreover existence of a solution of
the equation

CY   M

M in N
T
fin
is a necessary condition of reachability of
M

from M  The solution Y  N
T
fin
then determines the number of transition
occurrences that lead from M to M

 One usually calls the equation
M

 M 

CY  or M

 M 

OY 

IY 
a state equation of pt nets and Y  N
T
fin
a ring vector  Thus in the pt
nets and their sequential case graphs the change of the state is invariant on
the order of transition occurrences and depends only on the number of their
occurrences
In this place we give a denition of elementary nets adapted from 
for which the realisation problem was already solved 
Denition 	 An elementary net is an ordered tuple EN  P T I O
where P and T are disjoint sets of places and transitions and I O  T  
P
are input and output functions
A marking of an elementary net EN is a subset of P  A transition t  T is
enabled to occur in a markingM  
P
i X  P  XIt    X	It 
M  XOt   and then its occurrence leads to the markingM

 X	Ot

Clearly one can see the class of elementary nets as a special subclass of pt
nets with capacity where the capacity of each place is equal to 	 and values
of the input and output function Itp Otp  f 	g for every t  T and
p  P 
 Algebraic extensions
In this section we deal with some abstract generalisations of pt nets found
in the literature One of the rst successful abstractions of pt nets can be
found in the paper  based on the idea suggested in 	 There the theory
is built over denition 	
Remark 
 Recall that in  the possible occurences of transitions are
represented in a formally dierent way than we described in denition 
In fact there is not exactly dened enabling rule As follows let us briey
explain the way of representing the occurences of transitions in the framework

First recall that a directed graph is a four tuple VA I O where V is a set
of vertices A is a set of arcs and I O  A  V are input or source and
output or target functions respectively
Thus every pt net N  P T I O may be seen as a graph G
N

N
P
 T I O Let I

 O

 N
P
 N
T
fin
 N
P
be such that

P
 I

 Id 
P
O

 Id 
T
 I



I 
T
O



O
where Id denotes identity on N
P
 and 
P
 
T
denote projections of N
P

N
T
fin
on N
P
and N
T
fin
 respectively Then directed graph CG
N
 N
P
N
P

N
T
fin
 I

 O

 which is just the reexive and additive closure of graph G
N
 is
called case graph of the pt net N in 

 In graph CG
N
 given an arc
b  N
P
 N
T
fin
 it represents a possible concurrent occurrence of transitions
given by multiset bj
T
from the markingM  I

b to the markingM

 O

b
Given a transition t  T  all possible occurences rings of single transition t
are represented by the set of arcs Arc
t
 fb j b  N
P
N
T
fin
 bj
T
 b
t
g

 So
in particular given an arc b  Arc
t
 it represents a possible occurrence ring
of single transition t from the marking M  I

b to the marking M

 O

b
Clearly taking an arbitrary arc b  Arc
t
 we have I

b  bj
P
 It and
O

b  bj
P
 Ot and therefore for all markings MM

 N
P
and every
transition t  T  there exists a possible occurrence of single transition t from
the marking M to the marking M

if and only if transition t is enabled to
occur in the markingM and its occurrence leads to the markingM

according
to denition  This fact enables to use denition  whenever we refer to
dynamics of nets from paper 

Remember that case graph from 
 which is a directed graph formally diers from the
sequential case graph given in denition 	 which is a labelled transition system	

where b
t
denotes the multiset over set of transitions T determined by the oneelement
sequence t

For our purpose the paper  is important by the fact that to our best
knowledge it rst proposes a generalisation of the algebra used for places of
the net As possible algebra there are suggested commutative monoids the
category of pt nets with such assumption is called GralPetri in  and
generally semimodules Abelian groups are also considered but as is nally
written  there is no need to require that the algebraic structure considered
always are groups!  pp 	 As we show later in this paper there
are important semantical properties on sequential case graphs of standard pt
nets that are directly equivalent to the consideration of partial algebras em
beddable to an Abelian group as partial algebras used in nets and are not
generally preserved by noncancellative commutative monoids ie commuta
tive monoids nonembeddable to an Abelian group
According to  for nets that are objects of GralPetri we have that
markings are elements of a commutative monoid E ie M  E and
functions I O associate with each transition an element of E ie I O 
T  E Then according to the remark  we have that a transition t  T
is enabled to occur in a marking M  E i there exists X  E such that
X  It  M  and then its occurrence leads to the marking M

such that
M

 X Ot
Example  Given a set P  fa bg take for the domain of markings non
cancellative commutative monoid formed by the power set of P with standard
union ie 
P
	 Let T  ftg It  fa bg and Ot   Then we have
that occurrence of t in markingM  fa bg leads to the markingM

such that
M

	 fa bg M  From the following gure with the sequential case graph of
such net we can see that occurrence of t is nondeterministic because in the
marking fa bg it may lead again to the marking fa bg but also to markings
 fag or fbg
fa bg
t

t










t

t

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

fag fbg
The idea given in  is further generalised in  and  The alge
bra considered is generally a commutative semigroup So according to 
abstract Petri nets are given an follows
Denition  A net structure functor is a composition GF  where F is a
functor from the category of sets to the category of commutative semigroups
and G is his right adjoint
Denition  Given a net structure functor G  F  a lowlevel abstract
Petri net is a tuple P T I O where P and T are sets of places and transi
tions respectively and I O are functions from T to G  F P 
A marking of a lowlevel abstract Petri net is an element M  F P 

Because of the properties of adjunction for each f  T  G  F P  there
exists a unique extension
"
f  F T   F P 

 Then the enabling rule and
occurrence of  transition vectors! are dened as follows given a  transition
vector! v  F ftg it is said that v is enabled to occur in M i there exists
X  F P  such that X 
"
Iv  M  and then the occurrence of v leads to the
new marking M

given by M

 X 
"
Ov
 mentions the possibility of nondeterminism caused by nonunique
solutions of the equation X 
"
Iv  M  It is solved by specifying additional
conditions
Recall that in  a net where F P   PP   
P
	 is the standard
powerset functor mapping a set to its power set with union is called
unsafe elementary net The problem of nonunique solution of the equation
X	
"
Iv  M is solved by demanding usual set complement of
"
Iv inM asX
Example  Now take again as in the previous example P  fa bg
and an algebra of the net 
P
	 We have for a marking M that M  
P

In order to remove nondeterminism of transition occurences let us consider
only complements of It in M as X in the equation X 	 It  M  so we
have that a transition t is enabled to occur in M i exists X  
P
such
that X  It    X 	 It  M  Let T  ft

 t

 t

 t

g let It

 
fag It

  fbg Ot

  fag Ot

  fbg and let every other value of input
and output function be equal to empty set
	
 So we have that the occurrence
of an enabled transition in a marking M leads to the marking M

such that

for t

 M

	 fag  M 

for t

 M

 M 	 fag

for t

 M

	 fbg  M 

for t

 M

 M 	 fbg
fa bg
t


t


t

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
t


F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
fag
t


t

		
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
t




x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
fbg
t


t

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
t

bb
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

t

ccG
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
t




x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
As we can see from the previous gure with the sequential case graph of
the net although demanding in the equation X 	 It  M only set comple
ment of It in M as X in order to remove nondeterminism we have that
for example the sequence of transitions t

t

t

changes the marking fa bg to
the marking  but the occurrence of the sequence of transitions t

t

t

change

For more details see 
	

Using the terminology from 
 we have dened an unsafe elementary net	
	
the same marking fa bg to the marking fag This generally means that using
noncancellative commutative monoids as Petri net algebra change of the state
can depend on the order of the transition occurrences ie commutativity of
transition occurrences if enabled	 is not satised
 However the commuta
tivity is just the property that permits overcoming sequentiality in Petri net
computations#
There are also other interesting properties than commutativity preserved
by partial algebras that can be embedded to an Abelian group that holds in
standard pt nets but does not hold if one uses noncancellative commutative
monoids As we can see from the previous example the occurrence of transi
tion t

sometimes changes the marking eg in fbg and sometimes not eg
in fag
These problems are caused by the fact that in noncancellative commuta
tive monoids equations can have more than one solution
However if we add some other additional enabling conditions that choose
just one solution in example 	 it could be the condition M

 Ot  
that removes seloops from the sequential case graph and makes from the
net an elementary net established in denition  then there are still some
problems caused by the fact that the same functor is used for places and
transitions Namely if one wants to allow the use a composition of ring
vectors ie to allow ring vectors from F T  then the computation
through sequences of ring vectors may dier from the computation
through the composition of ring vectors eg in the case of example 	
with previously mentioned additional condition the sequence of vectors
ft

g ft

g ft

g ft

g changes marking fa bg to the marking  but composition
ft

g 	 ft

g 	 ft

g 	 ft

g  ft

 t

 t

g changes the marking fa bg to the
marking fag
Generally the use of the same functor in the construction of extended
input and output functions
"
I
"
O causes that we cannot choose dierent kinds
of algebra for transitions and places However for elementary net systems
one could want to have a multiset extension of input and output functions
in order to express the change caused by multiple occurrences of transitions
Finally the consideration of only total semigroups causes that the treat
ment of some more complicated enabling rule have to be done using some
 additional conditions!
 Algebraically generalised Petri nets transition sys
tems and Abelian groups
Based on the extensions discussed in the previous section in this section we
suggest a very general algebraic structure of nets for the purpose of investi
gating dierent extensions and their relationship Then we choose a tuple of
		
properties that holds in the sequential case graph of each standard pt net
Further we show which kind of partial algebra if it is used in pt net instead
of integers with addition preserves is equivalent to this tuple of properties
Remark  In this general denition we do not pay attention to distribu
tivity of pt nets only to the algebra used However distributivity is a crucial
property of pt nets it is included in enduser denitions presented in 	
As elementary nets and pt nets with capacity


illustrate it is often useful
to have a more exible enabling rule than that considered in standard pt nets
Now the question is how to include the treatment of such more complicated
enabling rule in a simple way into an abstract denition of Petri nets similar
to that denition proposed in  and  The use of partial groupoids solves
this problem in an elegant way As follows we recall very basic denitions and
notation from theory of partial groupoids according to 	 used through the
paper
 Partial binary algebra
Denition  A partial groupoid is an ordered tuple H  Hu where
H is a carrier of H   H  H is the domain of u and u    H is a
partial operation of H
Denition  We say that a partial groupoid H  Hu can be em
bedded is embeddable to an Abelian group i there exists an Abelian group
G such that H  G and the operation  restricted on  is equal to the
partial operation u in symbols j

 u Group G is called embedding
of partial groupoid H
Recall that a total groupoid is embeddable to an Abelian group if and only
if it is a cancellative commutative associative groupoid ie a cancellative
commutative semigroup Remember that a left cancellative semigroup is a
semigroup where a b c  H  a  b  a  c  b  c In similar way is
dened right cancellative semigroup A semigroup is said to be cancellative
if it is both left and right cancellative Clearly for a commutative semigroup
left and right cancellativity coincides For more details about embedding of
semigroups to groups see eg  In the case of proper partial groupoid
ie   H  H associativity commutativity and cancellativity are only
necessary conditions of embeddability to an Abelian group but not sucient
 Algebraically generalised pt nets
First we dene a very general net state functor Let us denote the category
of sets by SET and the category of partial groupoids by PGROUPOID

But also other classes of nets with more complicated enabling rule such as Petri nets
with inhibitor arcs 
 Contextual nets 
 or Controlled Petri nets 
	
	
Further let U  PGROUPOID  SET be the forgetful functor ie
given any partial groupoid H  Hu we have UH  H
Denition  A net state functor is a functor F  SET PGROUPOID
associating a set with a partial groupoid
Denition  Given a net state functor F  an algebraically generalised
placetransition net is an ordered tuple AN  P T I O where P and
T are distinct sets of places and transitions and I O  T  U  F P  are
input and output functions respectively
The structure F P  is called partial algebra of AN  As follows let
F P   Hu A state of net AN  also called marking or case is an
element M  H  U F P  A transition t  T is enabled to occur in a state
M  H if and only if X  H such thatX  It  XuIt M  X  Ot
and then its occurrence leads to the marking M

 X u Ot
Denition  As usual a marked algebraically generalised pt net is a pair
AN M

 where AN is an algebraically generalised pt net and M

is a
distinguished initial state of the net AN 
Denition 	 Similarly to standard pt nets the sequential case graph of
an algebraically generalised pt net AN  P T I O with partial algebra
FP is the transition system U  F P  T where M
t
 M



t
is enabled to occur in M and its occurrence leads to the state M


 ie
M
t
M

m
X  U  F P   X  It X u It M X  Ot M

 X u Ot
Then given an initial state M

 U  F P  the sequential case graph of
marked algebraically generalised pt net AN M

 is the pointed labelled
transition system fM



g T  fM



g  T  fM



gM


It is evident that standard pt nets from denition 	 are algebraically
generalised nets with the state functor associating the set of places P with
the free commutative monoid over P  Elementary nets from denition  are
algebraically generalised pt nets with the state functor associating a set of
places with the partial groupoid 
P
 where   fAB j A  B  g
and   	j

 Finally a pt net with capacity KN  P T I OK see
def  is a net with F P   N
P
  fX Y  j p  P  Xp  Y p 
f     Kpggu  j

 where operator  denotes standard addition in N
P

Moreover algebra of standard pt nets and partial algebra of elementary
nets and generally pt nets with capacity is embeddable to the free Abelian
group Z
P

	
 Reasoning about properties of partial algebra of algebraically generalised
pt nets
As follows we choose a tuple of properties that holds in sequential case graph
of each standard marked pt net given by denition 	 Then we nd which
kind of partial algebra used in algebraically generalised pt nets instead of
integers with addition preserves this tuple of properties
Recall that given a sequence q over a set A we write b
q
to denote Parikhs
image of q ie b
q
 N
A
is a multiset in which the number of the occurrences
b
q
a of each element a from A is given by the number of its occurrences in q
Denition 
 Let S  S L be a labelled transition system We say
that system S is commutative i  s
q


s

 s
q



s

 b
q
 b
q

 s

 s


Evidently the sequential case graph of the net from example 	 is not
a commutative transition system It is also clear that every commutative
labelled transition system is deterministic
Example  Example of a commutative transition system S

 and a non
commutative transition system S


S

S

s
a








b

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
s
a








b

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
s

b

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
s

a








s

b

s

a

s

s

s

For commutative labelled transition systems it is straightforward to extend
the string transition relation 

to multiset transition relation 

 S 
N
L
fin
 S such that s b s

  

i there exists q  L

such that s
q


s

 b
q
 b As usual we write s
b


s

to denote s b s

  

and s
b


to denote that s

 S  s
b


s

 Clearly s
b


s

b



s

 s
bb



s


Remark  Recall that a congruence  on an Abelian group G is an
equivalence relation on G preserving the group operation ie a  b  c 
d  a  c  b  d for every a b c d  G As usual given an element
g  G we denote by g

 fg

jg

 gg the equivalence class containing the
element g and by 


the operation on G

given as follows g

 g




G

 g




g



 g  g



 In other words G




 is the factor
group of the group G according to the congruence  For a more general
statement of congruence we refer to 	
Finally let us dene consensual commutative labelled transition systems
	
Denition  Given a commutative labelled transition system S 
S L let relation 
S
 N
L
fin
 N
L
fin
be such that b 
S
b


 s
b


s

 s
b



s

 Let 
S
 Z
L
fin
 Z
L
fin
be the least congruence
on Z
L
fin
containing 
S
 ie 
S

S
 We say that S is consensual i
 s
b


s

 s
b



s

 b 
S
b

 s

 s


As follows we simply write  and  to denote 
S
and 
S
if system
S is clear from the context Also given a consensual commutative labelled
transition system S we say that  S is commutative and consensual! instead
of maybe more precise but a bit laborious  S is consensual commutative!
Remark  We choose the name consensual because it expresses a kind
of common opinion of the multisets on the problem  how to change the
state! If they change a state in the same way once ie from common source
state to common target state then they do it also for all other states ie
if they are in common source state and both can occur then they lead to
the common target state again Moreover this consensus is transitive and
closed under addition and subtraction of multisets
Example  Example of a consensual commutative transition system S


and a nonconsensual commutative transition system S


S

S

s
a








c








b

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
s
a








b

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
c

s

s

b

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
s

c








s

b

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
s

c








s

s

Lemma  The sequential case graph S L of every standard
placetransition net N  P T I O given by def 	 is commutative and
consensual
Proof For the sequential case graph of a pt net N we have from its deni
tion M
q


M

M

 M 

Cb
q
 for every M
q


M


Commutativity take any M
q


M

M
q



M

such that b
q
 b
q

 From
previous we have directly that M

 M 

Cb
q
  M 

Cb
q

  M



Now we show consensuality ie we show that M
b


M

M
b



M

 b 
b

 M

 M

 Take


 Z
T
fin
 Z
T
fin
such that b


b



Cb 

Cb


One can easily check that


is a congruence on Abelian group Z
T
fin
clearly
it is an equivalence and given any

Cb 

Cb

 and

Cd 

Cd

 we have

Cb 

Cb

 

Cd 

Cd

 and further

Cb 

Cb

 
P
tT
Ct  bt 
P
tT
Ct  b

t 
P
tT
Ct  bt  b

t 

Cb b

 and the same for d d


ie we have

Cb b

 

Cd d


	
Given any M
b


M

M
b



M

we have that if b


b ie

Cb 

Cb


and therefore M

 M 

Cb  M 

Cb

  M

 then M

 M


Because  is the least congruence on Z
T
fin
containing  now it suces to
show that 


 For every b  b

we have from the denition of  that
M
b


M

M
b



M

 ie M

 M

Cb  M

Cb

 

Cb 

Cb


ie b


b

 
Lemma  Let S  S L be a reachable labelled transition system
Then S is commutative and consensual if and only if there exists an Abelian
group G  G that holds  an injection   S  G  f  L  G such
that  s
a
 s

 s  fa  s


Proof  Because  is a congruence on Abelian group Z
L
fin
 also G 
Z
L
fin





 is an Abelian group it is a factor group of Z
L
fin
with respect to
 so we have  b b

 Z
L
fin
 b b



 b




b



 System S is reachable
ie we have a state say r  S from which each s  S is reachable Now let
 be dened as follows r  

and s  S  s  b

where r
b


s
One can check that  is well dened given any two b b

such that r
b


s
as well as r
b



s there is b  b

and therefore b

 b



 and it is an
injection s  s

 means that there exists r
b


s and r
b



s

such
that b

 b



 ie b  b

 which because S is consensual implies s  s


Let f  L Z
L
fin


be given by fa  b
a


for every a  L
Now take arbitrary s
a
 s

 ie s
b
a


s

 We have that s  b

 where
r
b


s But then we also have r
bb
a


s

and therefore s

  b  b
a



b




b
a


 s 


fa
 as in lemma 	 
We showed that in a reachable transition system commutativity and
consensuality is equivalent to the existence of an Abelian group playing the
role of algebra in the system
As follows a system in which computations may be expressed using ele
ments and the composition law of an Abelian group is called Abelian group
transition system
Denition  A labelled Abelian group transition system is such a labelled
transition system S  S L that there exists an Abelian group G 
G that holds  an injection   S  G  f  L  G such that
s
a
 s

 s fa  s

 The group G  G is said to be associated
with system S the injection  is called state injection and the function f is
called incidence function of S If also f is an injection then it is said that S
is unambiguously labelled
For algebraically generalised pt nets there holds the following claim
	

Lemma 	 A pointed transition system PS  S L i is a labelled
Abelian group transition system if and only if it is isomorphic to the se
quential case graph of a marked algebraically generalised pt net MAN 
P T I OM

 in which partial algebra FP	 can be embedded to an Abelian
group
Proof  Let G denote an Abelian group to which the partial algebra
F P  can be embedded Then it suces to take f  T  G ft  OtIt
for all t  T  to show that the sequential case graph of MAN is an Abelian
group transition system

 We have an Abelian group G with a state injection   S  G and
an incidence function f  L  G such that s
a
 s

 s  fa  s


Without loss of generality we can assume that S  G  s  s for every
s  S and hence  s
a
 s

 s  fa  s

 Let K be an Abelian group
such that L  K Now denote by H direct product of G and K
ie H  G  K and we write g k to denote an element of
H and  both for the neutral element of G and K For every a  L let
relation 
a
 fs j s
a
g  fag  ffa g  fag  H  H Finally
denote   	
aL

a
 So we have a partial algebra H  Hj

 which
can be embedded to Abelian group H As follows we write as usual u
instead of j


Now take for simplicity the constant net state functor F  SET 
PGROUPOID that associates with each set partial groupoid H and with
each function between sets the identity morphism id  H  H
Dene an algebraically generalised net AN  P T I O where P is an ar
bitrary set T  L and I O  T  U  F P  are given as follows
a  T  Ia   a Oa  fa a
Let H T be the sequential case graph of net AN  From denition of 
only sa  Ia   a and sa  Oa  fa a where s
a

are in the relation  we have that  a  T X  H  X  Ia  X u
Ia  s   Sfg and alsoX  Oa  XuOa  s

   Sfg
From the enabling and ring rule recall that a  T is enabled inM  H i ex
ists X  H  X  Ia  XuIa  M X  Oa and then occurrence r
ing of a leads toM

 XuOa we have that  SfgTSfg
or in other words  S  fg T  S  fg Because of the con
struction of  and the enabling and ring rule we further have that
a  T M  S  fg  M  s 
a
M

 s

   s
a
 s

	
From the denition of fi  

g we have that for every h  fi  

g
there exists a possibly empty string of transitions q  a

   a
n
 T

such
that i 
a

 h

  
a
n
 h
n
 h Because   S  fg T  S  fg we
have that fi 

g  S  fg On the other hand because fi 

g  S
we have that for every s  S there exists a possibbly empty string of labels
q  a

   a
n
 L

such that i
a

 s

  
a
n
 s
n
 s From 	 we further have
that i 
a

 s

    
a
n
 s
n
   s  ie we have Sfg  fi 

g
	
So we get fi 

g  Sfg Directly from denition  we have that the
pointed transition system S  fg T i  is the sequential case graph
of the marked algebraically generalised pt netMAN  P T I O i  in
which partial algebra F P  is embeddable to an Abelain group Clearly there
is an isomorphism given by bijection   S  fg  S s   s for each
s  S and identity T  L between the pointed transition system S L
 i and the sequential case graph S  fg T i  of the marked net
MAN  
Remark 
 The importance of the group K in the above proof is that
it enables to maintain the cases where some transitions cause the same change
but the domains on which they are enabled to occur dier In particular it
allows to distinguish seloops each others and also from no action in our
construction The consideration of possibly dierent domains for transitions
with the same eect gives real sense in the case of ambiguous labelling of
transition systems
Finally we can formulate the following theorem for marked pt nets that
directly follows from lemma 	 and lemma 	
Theorem  A pointed transition system PS  S L i is commuta
tive and consensual if and only if it is isomorphic to the sequential case graph
of a marked algebraically generalised pt net MAN in which partial algebra
F P  can be embedded to an Abelian group
We have shown properties corresponding to the use of partial algebra em
beddable to an Abelian group in Petri nets Someone can choose a more
general algebra as a commutative monoid or something what can be embed
ded to a commutative monoid but should be prepared that by doing this
some of these properties can be lost in the case of commutative monoids as
we demonstrated on example 	 we might even lose commutativity of the
sequential case graph# This is our main message
 Conclusion
In the paper we have suggested an extension of Petri nets based on gener
alising algebra as well as enabling rule used in the dynamics of nets Our
approach of such extension have been based on using partial groupoids in
Petri nets The motivation of the presented frame has been to oer an
abstract and uniform frame for description of various behavioural extensions
of Petri nets
Further we have studied the role of partial algebra used in such al
gebraically generalised Petri nets through properties of their interleaving
semantic  labelled transition systems called traditionally sequential case
graphs Our motivation and aim have been to determine the class of partial
	
groupoids used in algebraically generalised Petri net which preserve some
natural semantic properties guaranteed in standard Petri nets
We have started with a very general denition of Petri nets using a state
functor mapping the set of places to partial groupoids ie to Petri net
partial algebra
For purpose of the study we have chosen the pair of semantic properties
preserved in sequential case graphs of all standard Petri nets namely commu
tativity of occurrences of transitions which enables to use multisets instead
of sequences of transitions and consensuality of computations in Petri nets
that means if the occurrences of two sequences of transitions in one state
marking lead to the common new state then they lead to the common new
state from every other state in which both sequences are enabled to occur
and moreover this consensus is transitive and closed under addition and
subtraction of multisets These two properties are crucial for possibility of
using linear algebraic techniques in the description and analysis of Petri nets
We have shown that using arbitrary commutative monoid as Petri net alge
bra as suggested in  does not preserve determinism and commutativity of
occurrences of transitions in sequential case graphs of Petri nets and although
one uses some additional requirements to satisfy determinism as it is done
in  the sequential case graph still may not preserve commutativity In
other words the construction of Petri nets causes that the commutativity of a
monoid does not guarantee the commutativity of the corresponding sequential
case graphs
In this paper it is proven that for a pointed reachable labelled transition
system S the following statements are equivalent

S is commutative and consensual

S is an Abelian group transition system ie a system in which computation
may be expressed using elements and the composition law of an Abelian
group

S is isomorphic to the sequential case graph of a marked algebraically gen
eralised Petri net the partial algebra of which is embeddable to an Abelian
group
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